AGENDA
$TUDENT ACTIVITIES BUDGET ADVISORY COMMITTEE
November 4, 2020 @3:30pm
(meeting virtually via Microsoft Teams)

I. CALL TO ORDER
II. ATTENDANCE
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
IV. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
V. SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING REQUESTS

All agenda descriptions includes the content/language used by the submitter, and do not reflect wording or opinion of SABAC or KSU.

1. MSIB Club-Ashley McDonald
MSIB Club member will be attending the virtual annual meeting of the Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology. The member will present at the meeting on The Role of Control Surfaces in Small and Maximal Turning Maneuvers of the Gymnotiform Fish, Apteronotus albifrons. The RSO plans to fund the member’s registration fee.

Virtual Annual Meeting
Date- January 3-7, 2021
$50.00

VI. NEW BUSINESS- FUNDING RE-ALLOCATION

Beta Alpha Psi Funding Re-allocation-Peter Zekany
Beta Alpha Psi was approved for $2,020.00 for a kickball event but because of COVID19, that event can no longer happen, so they are requesting to re-allocate the funds to make thank you cards for active military members- $402

KAB-Kennesaw Activities Board Funding Re-allocation-Taryn Ferguson
My name is Taryn Ferguson, and I am the entertainment chair for Kennesaw Activities Board. I am planning for the end of semester event in which I was allocated $2,000 for an attraction and $1,000 for a novelty. Due to Covid-19, an attraction is not appropriate in order for us to follow pandemic safety guidelines. I have decided to plan an Amazing Race themed event in which participants race to a finish line after completing various events such a 50 yard dash or blind taste test. Originally, I planned to have a roller-skating event but the price was quoted for about $3,000. If we could allocate the attraction and novelty money to a roller-skating event, then that is what we will plan. If not, I can continue planning the race event. In conclusion, I need to use the attraction and novelty budget set for either supplies or just an attraction. Please let me know if I can clear anything up and thank you for your time.

MAC Chopped Ramen Cook Off funding Re-allocation-JC Hernandez
Due to COVID 19, we are not able to have this event occur due to the safety guidelines of COVID 19. We can’t keep students 6 ft apart while they are cooking ramen and the supplies could get cross contaminated with students touch. MAC would like to change their event to MAC Cares. MAC Cares will be November 16 from 11:00am-2:00pm in the Wilson Student Center lobby and has been reserved already. We would like to allocate the funds to purchase Chick fil a lunch boxes for 50 people and purchase Survivor COVID Packages from a vendor called PwLeopard. I am waiting for the invoices for each. Chick fil a lunch boxes are being picked up on campus as I completed the form in catering website.

VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS
VIII. ADJOURNMENT